2/4 Ham West Meeting Minutes

8 people in attendance

- YAY Leadership Retreat!
  - "No that’s literally all I was planning on saying"- Finn Foster, Hamilton West President
  - how bond, much friends, such fun, wow

- Finance meeting
  - Funding slate was passed with various events that don’t directly affect Ham West

- RHA Update
  - NRHH Week of Kindness is happening next week
  - Various Constitution Edits that, if you care enough to read through these meeting minutes, you should already know about

- ELR Update
  - Dux in Tux-March 1st, 7 points, jazz band, dancing, etc
  - RHA Drag Show this Thursday at 8 in GSH

- Super Bowl Event
  - Ham East’s event wasn’t very well run: not much food, not much energy or enthusiasm
  - Maybe we don’t want to contribute to events run by Ham East in the future? At least something to think about
  - LLC took some of their crowd from advertising

- Leila-Community Service Event
  - Do we want to help people or puppies or kids?
    - Leila knows a ton of community service opportunities, but she wants to know what kind of event we would like to do
  - Do we want to do a weekly thing or a once in a while thing?
• We should do several big things instead of weekly things
  o Possible ideas
    ▪ Relay for Life Team, Bins for clothing donations, Duck Corps, Plant a community garden/ paint on top of Hamilton Dining, Soup or socks, clothing for homeless
  o Anna will investigate our ability to do anything on the roof
  o Helen and Sean will investigate community service further
  o Leila will follow up with Anna on Relay for Life possibilities
  o Anna says we should do an event more time oriented rather than money oriented, or at least take into account the community we’re in, college students are much more willing to give up time than money
  o Goal for next week: Come with a time related community service event

• Our Jeopardy Event
  o Pub trivia sounds like a better idea, as we would like to create an atmosphere
  o Leila says "What if people come and then leave? How do we keep the event going?"
    ▪ While that is a pertinent question, there's not much we can really do to stop people from leaving. Anna believes that once people have invested time in the game and as long as we keep the energy up, we shouldn't have much of a problem with people taking off mid-game.
  o February 27th tentatively
  o Jean will come up with questions for the event
  o Lupe will come up with a title and/or advertising scheme

• Helen's interjection
  o She wants to bring a reptile man for our educational event
  o She will further investigate the costs and things
- Lupe
  - Is going to the president's meeting next week to plan the Hamilton Olympics

- Anna's quote of the day
  "Damn it, Leadership"
  "Everything lives [on the RHA website], it's beautiful"